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1. Briefly explain following

a) Define satisfiability

b) Assumptions of if statement.

c) Find CNF of A-> (BC)

d) Principle of inclusion

e) Application of logic in programming

f) Define a proof.

g) How to asses program correctness?

h) Define contrapositive of p->q.

i) What is an universal quantifier

j) Precondition Vs post condition in logic.

k) Distributive law.

l) What is duality law?

UNIT-I

2. a) Derive the following is a valid conclusion by indirect method.

~ ,Q P Q   ~P

b) Find the disjunctive Normal form of ~ ( ( ^ ))p q r
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(OR)

3. a) Construct the Truth table for ~ (~ ^ ~ )p q

b) Without constructing the Truth Table prove that (pq)q=pvq

UNIT-II

4. a) Give the comparison of propositional calculus and predicate calculus.

b) What is a well formed formula? Explain about tautology with example.

(OR)

5. Prove that the following argument is valid:No Mathematicians are fools. No one who is

not a fool is an administrator. Sitha is a mathematician. Therefore Sita is not an adminis-

trator.

UNIT-III

6. What is a prenix normal form? Describe the role of it in logic programming.

(OR)

7. Illustrate the proof rules of while and repeat-until statements with suitable examples.

UNIT-IV

8. What is a weakest precondition? Give an example. How it can be used as a predicate

transformer.

(OR)

9. What are guarded commands? Why there is a need for strong guards? Justify.
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1. a) Define satisfiability

b) Define DNF

c) Define CNF

d) Write prenex normal form

e) Define Resolution principle

f) Write while structured statement

g) Define weakest precondition

h) Define strong guard

i) Write properties of Wp

j) Write general form of if command

k) Define predicate transformer

l) Define bound and free variables.

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain algorithm for statisfiability with example.

b) Convert   ~ ~ p p q   to CNF..

(OR)

3. a) Convert    A B B A    to DNF

b) Explain validity and satisfiability with example.

UNIT-II

4. a) Consider the classes 1C P R   and 2C ~ P Q 

P R             ~P Q

R Q

 


 , 3C R Q   is the resolver for C
1
 and C
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b) State and explain Resolution principle with example.

(OR)

5. a) Translate the sentence “There exist people who like their meat raw”  or “ some

people like their meat raw into predicate logic.

b) Express “All cats have tails” in predicate logic.

UNIT-III

6. a) Transform the following into prenex normal form

      σ  x  y F  x   Gu,x, y ~ y y,v H x       

b) State and explain prenex normal form algorithm.

(OR)

7. a) Explain while structured statement with example.

b) Explain for structured statement with example.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain hourdel Commands with example.

b) Explain the properties of Wp commands.

(OR)

9. a) Explain the Need for strong gaurds with example.

b) Prove that Wp (“ x:=e; abort “, R)=F for any predicate R, regardless of the defini-

tion of Wp(“x:=e”,R)
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